
May 6, 2022 
Kagoshima High School Spring Cup (Sakurajima Cup) Rules (English) 

 
1 [About] In this debate, Affirmative Negative teams make an effort to convince the judge(s), who 
is an ordinary person, on a proposition given by the Management Board. In the game, the winner 
is the team that is more persuasive than the other. On the things this rulebook does not mention, 
you must follow HEnDA National rules: 

http://henda.global/bc_rma/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/HEnDA-Rule2021Eng.docx 
 
2 [Management Board] The Management Board (MB, hereafter) consists of teachers and decides 
how to manage the tournament, such as time, which side each team take in each round, etc. MB 
decides the chief manager and chief judge for the tournament.  
 
3 [participation] Debaters are the students from high schools in Kagoshima.  
 
4 [Team members] Each team consists of four to six students from the same high school. Four out 
of six can participate in each round, and the rest takes the role of chairperson or time keeper (If the 
team is affirmative, he or she will be a chairperson and if negative, a time keeper). If there are 
enough supportive students, debaters do not have to be a chairperson or time keeper. 

To whom one or more of the following conditions apply, only two members are allowed to 
participate in each team.  
(1) A student with more than 12 months experience staying in a country where the first language is 

English. (If the stay is before entering primary school, the stay need not be counted) 
(2) A student from countries where English is not the mother language, but is one of the official 

languages. (If the student left the country before entering primary school, the stay need not be 
counted) 

(3) A student who mainly uses English at home. 
Each team must submit the name of the Team Judge when they apply. 

 
5 [Team numbers] If the total number of participating teams in the preliminary rounds is an odd 
number, MB will follow the concept of the additional rules shown below: 

https://kakoeiken.com/?p=1964 
 

6 [Preliminary round, semifinal and final] the number of preliminary rounds and final(s) are shown 
on the implementation guidelines. In the final or the last preliminary round, teams that have debated 
each other in the preliminaries may face each other again, and teams from the same school may 
also face each other. 

 



The top two teams will go to the final. The formula is as follows; (a) total number of votes (b) 
sum of the votes of five opponent teams in the preliminary rounds and (c) communication points.   

 Team points = (a)x10000 + (b)x100 + (c)  
Teams are to be ranked according to the team points. If the top two cannot be decided through 

this formula, the board decides the top two with Rock-Paper-Scissors and the winner goes to the 
next tournament. Affirmative side and negative side will be announced by MB, referring to the 
results of lottery, etc. 

  
7 [Flow of the Round] Each round proceeds as follows; 
(1) [5 minutes before the round] Chairperson (CP, hereafter) and Time keeper (TK) and the debaters 

should be ready.  
(2) [Preparation of the Round (2 minutes before the round)] CP and TK ask debaters to be seated 

to start the round. Debaters show their Team-name and debaters’ names on the screen, 
blackboard, etc. to judges. 

(3) [Announcement (60 seconds before)] TK starts announcement.  
(4) [Start of the round] When the time comes, CP starts the game. During the game, debaters 

cannot change their roles. 
(5) [Each speech] Please follow the HEnDA Rules. 
(6) [After the round] After the round, all the debaters communicate well with each other. 
(7) [Result announcement] Judges fill in the judge paper, following the instruction of MB as quickly 

as possible. Judges individually tell debaters the following four statements; (a) The result of the 
game, i.e. the winner, (b) a brief statement for the reason of the decision. 

 
8 [Classrooms] MB will decide the room arrangement or online setting. If the tournament will be 
implemented not online, please refer to https://kakoeiken.com/?p=1957 for the room layout. 
 
9 [Judges] Judges make decision by themselves, independently. They decide the winner by focusing 
on the persuasiveness. While they are judging, they prepare for the brief comments at the 
announcement time. 

- Judgement must not be done by their own belief or their expertise knowledge; rather, they 
make the judgement based on the speeches. It must be noted that the decision should not 
be made only by debater’s English skills, such as pronunciation. 

- Judges can kindly ask speakers to speak louder or more slowly when it is too difficult to 
understand the speech by gestures or quick advice. If that situation continues even if judges 
asks, in the last comment, judges should advise students about proper speech and if it 
influences their decision making, they can talk about that. If debaters are speaking while 
someone is making a speech, judges should consider whether they reduce the 
communication points of the team. 



- Judges are the ones MB approves. They should participate in judge training in advance 
managed by the MB, if necessary. 

- In the preliminary rounds, there will be one or two judge(s) in each room. Including the 
number of judges in the final, MB will announce the number on the tournament day. 

 
8 [Awards] The top four teams are to be awarded. 


